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Abstract

The pervasive use of mobile devices and the omnipresence of the Internet have ushered
in a transformative era. Nearly everyone, regardless of age, possesses a mobile phone,
bridging generational gaps in digital interaction. Mobile phones have become highly
personal, with users guarding them zealously. Service providers recognize this intimate
relationship, offering an opportunity to enhance security. Traditional password-based
security is vulnerable to data breaches, prompting the adoption of mobile phones as a
more robust platform for safeguarding digital assets. This shift has also facilitated the
development of digital identification applications, reducing reliance on physical identity
documents. Additionally, mobile banking applications are replacing physical payment
cards, enabling secure transactions. The ascendancy of mobile payment solutions is
diminishing the role of physical cash and wallets. In summary, mobile devices have
reshaped security and daily activities, becoming the cornerstone of our digital existence,
offering higher levels of security, convenience, and efficiency .

1.INTRODUCTION

The popularization of mobile devices and the Internet has dramatically changed the reality
around us. Regardless of the age of the members of society, one can assume that they own
a mobile phone. Even the elderly today have their own phones and browse Facebook, which
can be seen in many a senior center or University of the Third Age. Children also use mobile
phones to browse YouTube or TikTok, so much so that YouTube Kids was created [1].

A separate issue is also the matter of how much time people spend on their phones per day
[2]. As shown on Fig. 1. 17.3% of surveyed adolescents spend more than 8 hours a day
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online. This shows overall attachment to those devices, which is a good foundation for
basing peoples security on them.

Fig. 1. Number of hours adolescents spend online [2]

Another important aspect is the content of the analyzed device and the fact that it is
exclusively private. Thus, the owners themselves protect their devices from access by other
people, not even handing it over to show a photo. Some people have a fear that the person
that received their phone will start looking through the entire gallery violating privacy, which
can be an even worse feeling than the content of the photos viewed itself.

This way, service providers have gained a strong component on which to base a new level of
security. In addition, this is the ideal time for this type of change, as the old passwords have
long been compromised by leaks, and thus accounts have become vulnerable as most
people do not change their passwords and don’t see the need to do so.

Another point that has arisen from the popularization of mobile devices is the possibility of
reducing the amount of things one needs to carry. Instead of an identity card, all someone
needs to have is an electronic identification application installed on their phone and confirm
one's identity with it. This technology is only just being introduced, but it will allow people to
avoid carrying an identity card or driving license. Thanks to this, it will also be possible to
avoid the scenario of forgetting one's driving license while being stopped for an inspection
and avert the resulting consequences.

Another natural adjustment is abandoning payment cards in favor of a banking application
[3] on the phone. Especially since, applications also allow for checking account balance and
transfer history. Authentication via SMS is an intermediate state between reusable



passwords and the full verification of transactions via applications on mobile phones.
However, this solution has one disadvantage in favor of authentication via SMS codes. The
application must have constant access to the Internet for full functionality. SMS codes only
require the device to be logged into the cellular network. Over time, this difference will
naturally be blurred. Another aspect to keep in mind is the internal memory of the device,
the applications must be installed on. Additionally a rooted phone completely excludes the
operation of banking applications. In these aspects, SMS-based authentication is a better
solution.
Using the phone as a payment card is also inadvertently a factor in eliminating physical
money. While this is a debatable topic given the potential for abuse, the fact remains that it
allows someone to dispense with carrying a wallet.

2.BASIC TERMS AND CONCEPTS

2FA – Two-factor authentication
U2F – Two-factor authentication using external usb device
Phishing – a method of attack involving the impersonation of another person or institution
Spear phishing – a method of attack based on impersonation, targeting a specific person
One-time password – authentication code which is valid once and for a certain amount of
time
Mobile phone – smartphone or ordinary phone operating on GSM
Mobile network operator – a provider of wireless communications services
SIM card - a card with data assigned to it that allows for a connection to a network
Electronic identification application – application for proof of identity of citizens
SIM SWAP - a type of attack that involves making a duplicate SIM card



3.SMS-BASED 2FA

SMS, which stands for Short Message Service, is a widely accessible feature found on the
majority of digital mobile devices. It enables the transmission of text messages, limited to
140 bytes in length, facilitating communication between various applications and individuals
[4]. SMS has a wide range of capabilities. Among other things, it is used for security
purposes. SMS code authentication is a system called two-factor authentication. The name
comes from the fact that, in addition to entering a username and password, the user must
also confirm his identity using another factor. It can also be referred to as two-step
verification or multi-factor authentication. The abbreviation used for this method is 2FA [11].

The need to strengthen the user verification process arose due to the scale of the
digitalisation of everyday life. People use a very large number of services where passwords
are required. This naturally leads to an increasing number of logins and passwords, which
significantly affects security. Many people set a single password for all services or use one of
the common ones shown on Fig. 2. There are cases where the password for a service is
identical to the one used for the mailbox. One problem that arises is the complexity of the
password. The more complex it is, the more secure it is, but also the more difficult it is to
remember. Therefore, a lot of people opt for a small number of simple passwords that are
more likely to be cracked. In addition, the password might be too simple or someone might
be able to see what characters are entered, either by looking at the keyboard or by using a
keylogger.

Fig. 2. Most popular passwords in 2019 and 2018 [5]

Another weakness of password-only verification is the problem of storing them with service
providers. It is increasingly common for data to be stolen from service providers, in a
so-called leak. Additionally most leaks are unintentional, caused mostly by a wrongly entered



email [6]. Incidents of such leaks divided by industry are shown on Fig 3. Passwords and
logins are then compromised and someone can use them to log into a victim's accounts.
Both for profit-making purposes and to compromise someone, especially on social networks.
This can be done by anyone who knows both the login and password, because the problem
of the verification process is that just knowing these details does not prove the identity of the
user.

Fig. 3. Data leaks by industry [6]

In addition, there is a possibility of falling victim to a social engineering method, a so-called
phishing or spear phishing [7] attack. If a target falls prey to such an attack, the attacker
acquires their private information, which for example, allows them to gain access to a bank
account. Regardless of the details of the attack being carried out. The essence of two-factor
authentication is no longer based solely on the component of knowledge, i.e. the username
and password, but also on something physically in possession. Which is a significant
improvement in the standard of security.

Many shops have introduced loyalty applications for their customers. They offer promotions
for card holders, such as “DeliKarta” shown on Fig.4., and display current promotions and
coupons. However, neither an app nor the device is required, the phone number alone is
sufficient. The authentication during the account creation process itself when issuing the
card comes down to an SMS code. This solution has its flaws, for example, someone can
use a phone number and take advantage of promotions belonging to someone else.
However, the comfort of use favors the use of the phone number by itself.



Fig. 4. Loyalty Card for Polish supermarket chain “Delikatesy Centrum”

The SMS code can also only be used to confirm users identity when creating an account. It
will not be needed until the user tries to regain access to the account after it has been stolen
or in the situation when he has forgotten the password. A separate issue is the database of
numbers that can be leaked or sold, which means that the compromised number will then
receive fraudulent messages. The more often someone gives out their phone number, the
more vulnerable it is to this.

Google has recently made it possible to read SMS in a browser on a computer. The
exchange takes place by sending information from the mobile phone to a Google account
and then to the computer. This is one of the new options that could potentially pose a threat,
especially to less advanced users. It concerns the theft of messages from the mailbox or the
constant interception of its contents. Not necessarily by Google, but by a kind of spyware
that can be placed on the device beforehand if the attacker had access to the victim's phone,
such as the SpyPhone shown on Fig. 5 [8]. In this way, someone could learn verification
codes and even modify the contents of a mailbox on the fly. Such an attack could be carried
out at night and lead to the victim not even knowing that the authentication message has
arrived, as it could be used and deleted while the victim is asleep.



Fig. 5. Ad for SpyPhone, an app that allows for tracking GPS, contacts and other installed apps.

The prevalent use of phone numbers is also a problem. Every person with a Facebook
account already has a phone number connected with a name. Even without consent, the
service provider has access to this type of information as well as the IP addresses from
which logins occur. There are also special websites that openly inform the user who the
phone number belongs to. Most of this data comes from leaks (eg. facebook leak in
Indonesia [12]). The more people use services that require their phone number, the easier it
is for their numbers to end up in such a database.

A new technology is also being introduced in Poland [10], allowing for connection between
the phone numbers and the trusted profile or e-prescriptions [9] of citizens. This way, phone
numbers allow users to check a wide range of data concerning them. More and more service
providers accept the use of this type of authentication. An example of an e-prescription text
message is shown on Fig. 6.



Fig. 6. An example of e-prescription text message

Advantages of the solution:
During bank transfers, verification SMS is sent with information about the transaction. This
reduces the possibility of transferring funds to a fraudulently changed target account. It is
also not necessary to show the entire account number, the last digits are sufficient.
Furthermore, as part of the text message information about the amount of funds to be
transferred is also shown. Which further helps while verifying the transaction. Each one-time
password necessary for confirmation of the transaction has an expiry date and can only be
used to verify one transfer.
In addition, it is a very low-cost way of verification as a business does not have to specifically
maintain a separate application.

Downsides of the solution:
Someone can view the content of the verification SMS on a locked phone if the security
configuration is not set up correctly. Another problem could be the direct transfer of the SIM
card to another device. If the card does not require a PIN code at start-up, it’s possible to
see the entirety of a text message. This is why on some phone models where a banking
application is installed it is necessary to set up a screen lock method, even if it’s only a set of
the ones.
An attack called SIM swap [13] is also a threat. If someone wants to launch an attack and is
in possession of victims data, they can create a false identity card with which they will be
able to obtain a duplicate SIM card from the operator. In this case, the current card will be
deactivated and the perpetrator will receive a verification SMS code from the bank and then
authorize the transaction.



2FA protects against the risks of compromised passwords. However, it does not protect
against phishing attacks or other voluntary forwarding of verification code. A better solution
to protect against phishing is the U2F dongle. However, this is an impractical solution for
most users.

Another type of threat that is connected to a phone number and SIM card is SMS messages
from various criminals impersonating service providers [14] that pressure users into clicking
on a link or paying for a parcel, for example on the grounds that it has exceeded its weight.
The amounts are usually negligible, so as not to raise suspicion. In this way, people expose
themselves to further attacks as they are labeled as vulnerable and risk being targeted by a
larger amount of fraudulent messages.

Fig. 7. Fraudulent messages

The fact that it is easy to spoof the SMS sender can add to the criminals credibility.
Therefore even SMS alert services can be exploited by fraudsters. Every convenience opens
the way to weaknesses in terms of the security of people's data.



4.COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS

A separate method at a similar level in both requirements and effectiveness is authentication
through special applications. In these, service providers rely on vendor-direct solutions,
without imposed standards. Each banking application uses its own proprietary solution. In
this case, however, a permanent Internet connection is required. So are requirements for the
system to be up-to-date and have sufficient memory. Some applications also offer the use of
biometrics as a form of security. In many cases, authentication by SMS alone is sufficient. An
example of that kind of application is shown on Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Ad for a banking application that uses biometrics

An even more secure solution for confirming a person's identity is the use of a hardware key,
such as YubiKeys [15] shown on Fig. 9. However, this solution requires a computer and is
not yet applicable to mobile devices. Without a dongle, it is not possible for a third party to
log in.

Fig. 9. YubiKeys, dongle based 2FA



5.SUMMARY

SMS authentication is a welcome advancement in security of accounts, previously protected
only by usernames and passwords. It is an intermediate approach between passwords and
authentication via special applications based on biometrics, effective enough to suffice in
many cases. Especially considering the cost of maintaining additional applications. More
secure solutions are unfortunately less practical, which is the reason for their slow adoption.
For an average user the level of security that a dongle offers is not enough to counteract its
inconvenience. SMS authentication is unlikely to be superseded any time soon and for some
operations it has a high chance to remain as a permanent solution.
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